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“Complacency together with Bureaucracy allowed 
myth of safety to prevail, having let continuous 
improvement cease.”

Lessons learned from the NPS accident

NRA Chairman, Fuketa
OECD NEA Workshop on Safety Culture of Regulatory Body, June 2015 
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IAEA Fukushima DG report states

“there was a basic assumption in Japan that the 
design of nuclear power plants and the safety 
measures…. were sufficiently robust to withstand 
external events of low probability and high 
consequences.”

Lessons learned from the NPS accident

Executive Summary
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Japanese government’s report points out
“reveals a fundamental problem of the inability 
to capture such crises as a reality that could 
happen in our lives; this, in turn, is the result of a 
myth of safety that existed among nuclear 
operators including TEPCO as well as the 
government, that serious severe accidents could 
never occur in nuclear power plants in Japan..”

Our efforts started to try to break 
myth of safety 

Lessons learned from the NPS accident

Executive Summary of the Final Report
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Feb, 2011
Fukushima Daiichi NPS accident

Sep, 2012
Establishment of NRA

Jan, 2013
Creation of NRA’s Core Values and Principles

May, 2015
Creation of Statement of Nuclear Safety Culture

Jan, 2016
IRRS mission to Japan

Jan, 2016～ Present
Development of activities for fostering Safety Culture

History



NRA’s Core Values and Principles
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Independent Decision Making 
Effective Actions
Open and Transparent Organization
Improvement and Commitment
Emergency Response

NRA’s Statements



Statement of Nuclear Safety Culture
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Priority to safety 
Decision-making with account of risk
Fostering, sustaining and strengthening safety culture
Maintaining high level of expertise and 
organization learning 
Questioning attitude
Rigorous and prudent decisions and agile action
Harmonization with nuclear security

NRA’s Statements
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The Statement of Nuclear Safety Culture

NRA’s Statements



NRA’s core values and principles
Statement of Nuclear safety culture

Plan

Do

Check

Action

NRA’s management system 
requires each department to 
make and implement PDCA 
cycle to foster safety culture.

Outlook of framework related to our safety culture
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Management model in NRA
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IRRS Mission in 2016

The suggestion
on safety culture was;

“NRA should consider introducing specific 
measures such as awareness training or
surveys to promote and sustain high level of 
safety culture in the conduct of its activities. “

Suggestion from IRRS
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Examples of our activities on safety culture

Dialog between 
Commissioners 

and Staff

My safety 
culture card

Safety culture
questionnaires

Developing awareness 
of safety culture 

in NRA

Materials for 
self learning

Blank space to write 
own determination
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Safety culture
questionnaires

Enquires basically were made referring to traits of 
good safety culture proposed by IAEA (GS-G-3.1 etc) 
Timeframe : 20 days
Participants : all officials in NRA
Response rate : approximately 70% 

Summary of the result conducted in 2016

Examples of our activities on safety culture
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Q1: Are there any cases that you give higher priority to speed 
and efficiency of your task than safety?
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Examples of our activities on safety culture
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16
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Examples of our activities on safety culture
Q2: Do you think that safety is given high priority and enough 

human resources and budgets  are allocated to your section? 
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Conclusion

Our activities for promoting safety culture 
will not end.
Our never-ending activities would also 

affect lincensees in Japan, which even lead 
to foster their safety cultures.
We will continue to improve our activities 

with tips from all the parties concerned.
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3.11  Memorial Ceremony

We never forget 
the date, 3.11


